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When a longtime friend contacts you to visit him with the utmost urgency, you arrive to find a troubled man haunted by visions
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Unfortunately I can't recommend this game. I have played quite a few Hidden-Object games and this was probably the one I
enjoyed the least. Weak story and quite poor graphics.. Got this in a bundle. Kind of meh imo . 2/10 Graphics - 7/10 Nice
graphics, could be improved. Music - 5/10 Music was fine, but would not listen to for long. Gameplay - 1/10 Sometimes
confusing, repetitive, all hidden-object puzzle, nothing else, not very good mechanic, Takes a lot of focus, gets you ( your eyes )
tired fast.. Wish I looked at the "Mostly Negative" reviews before I played this garbage. I love silly hidden image casual games,
but this one was horrible. To start with, it's very short, and only part 1 of 3 so you don't even get a whole story - not that the
story's any good to begin with. Then for the gameplay, you can either think of it as "very difficult" or "stupid and impossible" some of the things are too generically named, or just a few pixels shown in the image. Definitely not something grandma would
want to play. Every few stages there are ways you can interact with a stage, like opening a drawer, but there's no indication of
that other than clicking around on things that "might open". And if you don't do that? Well you have no chance of finding the
items behind it. Luckily there seems to be no penalty for clicking around a lot or using hints, other than it tells you to slow
down. 3/10 don't play it.. This title is only chapter 1 of a 3 part story. The story is mildly interesting, however unless you know
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saints and bishops by sight you cannot pass the game without using hints constantly or just randomly clicking dudes in robes.
The art work is decent but some of the items do not look like the description.so you must use the hint button again and again. A
construction helmet looked like a school notebook with a metal circle taped to it. Overall I just kept clicking until it ended but I
wasn't really having fun.. This hidden object game is one that follows a story, but does not have many traditional adventure
elements (some HOGs are more hybrids or adventure-lites, this isn't one like that outside of following a story). There were not
many mini-games. The scenes are interesting along with the story. Decent music. Funky scene transitions remind me of a 70's
low budget horror movie. This is listed as "part 1" and so the story does not resolve at the end. It is also a tad shorter than some
other HOGs and does not include a bonus chapter or an Unlimited Mode. Each hidden object scene contains ten secret items
(hover your cursor over the start to see what they are). You do not revisit scenes generally so if you want to find the secret items,
you should find them right away. Overall I liked the game but did find it difficult finding some items--they can be small, and
some objects you are supposed to open or move to expose other items do not give a visual clue such as a cursor change.. Avoid
this one. Terrible graphics resolution makes it awful to play. The script is badly translated. There is no voice acting. The "extras"
are just direct access to the same scenes you played in the game, for no particular reason. There is little story and the HOGs are
cluttered and painful, requiring random clicking on non-specific areas and meticulous pixel hunting for objects that are
indescernible or unrecognisable. It's about the worst HOG I've come across on Steam, and there are some pretty bad ones
around. It's just as well the sequels didn't appear - 1/10.
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